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 Vigiliae Christianae 38 (1984) 77-90, E. J. Brill, Leiden

 SOME SYRIAC EXCERPTS FROM GREEK COLLECTIONS

 OF PAGAN PROPHECIES

 BY

 SEBASTIAN BROCK

 For James Drescher, aet. LXXX

 Some time in the late fifth century, and perhaps in Alexandria, an
 anonymous author compiled a work entitled Theosophia in eleven
 books; the first seven books of this were devoted to an exposition of the

 orthodox faith, while the last four consisted of a collection of pagan
 oracles and sayings thought to predict or support certain Christian
 teachings. The original work is unfortunately lost, apart from a short
 fragment,' but an abstract, generally known as the Tiubingen
 Theosophy,2 survives, as well as a number of other later collections
 under such titles as Symphonia, Chresmoi or Propheteiai;3 these latter
 texts, which mainly consist of sayings of Greek philosophers and poets,

 proved to be immensely popular, and use was made of them in popular

 sermons (in Coptic' as well as in Greek), and in art,' with provision even
 being made for the portrayal of these pagan prophets in the eighteenth-

 century manual of Greek ecclesiastical art by Dionysios of Fourna.
 Drawing on this type of material a Syriac writer of c. 600 compiled a

 short work addressed to the pagans of Harran, inviting them to convert
 to Christianity, seeing that so many of the pagan writers they ad-
 mired-as well as their own prophet, Baba-had foretold the coming of
 Christ and the main tenets of Christian doctrine. Three extracts from

 this particular collection (henceforth referred to as Syr-A)6 are quoted
 in chapter 19 of Dionysios bar Salibi's apologetic work against the
 Muslims,7 where he triumphantly ends his quotations by asking his
 Muslim readers: "What have you got to say, children of Hagar, in
 answer to these manifest prophecies concerning Christ, his Incarnation
 and Passion, prophesied by pagans concerning him long before his com-
 ing? Which of them prophesied concerning your Muhammad?"
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 78 SEBASTIAN BROCK

 Dionysios in fact quotes six pagan prophecies, only the last three of
 which derive from Syr-A; evidently he had access to a second collection

 of prophecies which was circulating in Syriac. The new texts he quotes
 are:

 (1) a saying of Solon;

 (2) an oracle given at Cyzicus (although this text features in Syr-A ??
 7, 18, Dionysios quotes from a different translation which itself is based
 on a somewhat different Greek text);

 (3) an oracle given to Augustus.
 All three texts reappear in Barhebraeus' compendium on theology, the
 Candelabra of the Sanctuary, base IV,8 and this small collection will
 henceforth be referred to as Syr-B.

 At first sight it might seem that Barhebraeus (died 1286) borrowed
 these prophecies from Dionysios (died 1171), but on closer inspection
 this proves impossible, seeing that Barhebraeus' text of the Cyzicus

 oracle contains material absent from Dionysios.9
 In base III of his same work '0 Barhebraeus quotes eight further pagan

 prophecies from what (as we shall see) must have been yet another
 already existing Syriac collection, different from both Syr-A and Syr-B.
 These texts are attributed to:

 (1) Hermes Trismegistos;
 (2) Hules (a corruption of Thules);
 (3) Eunomios;
 (4) Plutarch;
 (5) Hermes;
 (6) Aristotle;
 (7) Sophocles;
 (8) Plato.
 At the end Barhebraeus adds an intriguing note; "The person who
 translated these testimonies and oracles from Greek into Syriac says that
 'the Greek is more extensive, for I found another testimony as well, but

 because it is in the language of Homer, I was unable to translate it' "
 This statement indicates that the particular Greek collection of pro-

 phecies which Barhebraeus is quoting in Base III contained only nine
 prophecies, and accordingly it must be distinct from the Greek behind
 Syr-B, quoted in Base IV. Furthermore, the fact that the untranslated
 text was 'in the language of Homer' at once suggests that it was an
 oracle." This collection used by Barhebraeus in Base III will be referred
 to as Syr-C.
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 SOME SYRIAC EXCERPTS FROM GREEK COLLECTIONS 79

 How are these three Syriac colections, Syr-A, Syr-B and Syr-C,
 related to extant Greek texts? With only a few exceptions (all in
 Syr-A),'2 the Syriac prophecies find parallels in one or other of the
 various Greek sources, although there is no exact correspondence with
 any single one: evidently all three Syriac collections are witnesses to lost
 Greek collections. The following tables indicate the main relationships
 with extant Greek texts (for these reference is made only to the closest

 parallel available);

 TABLES

 Syr-A (section no.) Erbse Cyril of Alex. Malalas Other
 (PG 76) (Dindorf)

 2 Thules (cp 16) o..16 256-8
 3 Orpheus 735-9, 746-10

 7412-755

 4 Hermes (a) C.1 2611-20

 (b) (cp 14) Co.1 (556A) 275-6
 (c) 0.1 (552C) 277-11

 5 Sophocles co.17 549D 4017-18
 6 Petissonios 6513-661,3-7

 7 Oracle at Cyzicus (cp 18) 0.53-4 7714-782 8 Plato (cp 17) (c.3) 1887-12
 9 Plato 548D

 10 Pythagoras 548D
 11 Orpheus 541B = Kern 2457-8
 12 Apollo Or. Sib. 1,

 324-5

 13 Porphyry

 14 Hermes (cp 4(b)) o.1 552CD
 15 Amelios 936A

 16 Thules (cp 2) c.16
 17 Plato (cp 8) c.3 916B, 553B 1887-12
 18 Apollo (cp 7) 0.54
 19 Hermes

 20 Plotinos

 21 Poimandres Corp. Herm.
 XIII, 1-2, 4

 22 Sibyl (a) cp Baalbek
 Oracle

 (b) Or. Sib. III,
 785-8

 (c) cp Baalbeck
 Oracle
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 80 SEBASTIAN BROCK

 23 Sagae (a) (p. 196) Or. Sib. VI,
 26; VIII, 312

 (b)
 (c) (p. 195) Or. Sib. VIII,

 287-90, 292-6

 27-32, 34 Baba of Harran

 Syr-B (Dionysius, Barhebraeus Candelabra IV)

 parallel in

 Erbse Malalas Syr-A

 1. Solon o.11 (p. 206)
 2. Oracle at Cyzicus p. 7717-18,19-782 ? 7
 3. Oracle to Augustus p. 23112,15,20-2321

 Syr-C (Barhebraeus Candelabra III)

 1. Hermes Trismegistos c.1 (p. 202-3) p. 2619-277 cp ? 14
 2. Thules 0.16 (p. 207) p. 252,4-9 cp ?? 2, 16
 3. Eunomios" 0.5 (p. 204)
 4. Plutarch 0.6 (p. 204)
 5. Hermes 0.2 (p. 203)
 6. Aristotle 0.5 (p. 204)

 7. Sophocles" p. 6520-662 ? 6
 8. Plato 0.4 (p. 20)

 The links in Syr-B and Syr-C with the oracles quoted by John Malalas

 are intriguing, especially since similar links are also apparent in ?? 2-8
 of Syr-A.

 The more precise relationship of the Syriac sayings in Syr-B and Syr-

 C to the Greek can best be set out by juxtaposing the Greek texts
 alongside the English translations; these latter are deliberately literal,
 and their awkwardness simply reflects that of the Syriac translation
 itself, many of whose idiosyncracies are due to misunderstandings of the
 Greek.

 The texts are presented in the order in which they appear in
 Barhebraeus' Candelabra IV and III. For Barhebraeus I have used,
 besides the editions in Patrologia Orientalis 31 and 27 (respectively),
 Mingana syr. 27 (of 1641/2),'6 and Cambridge Add. 2008 (of the fif-
 teenth century);'" while for Dionysios bar Salibi's Treatise against the
 Muslims I have relied on Mingana syr. 89 (of the eighteenth century)
 and 215 (of the nineteenth century)."8
 For the Greek texts I quote from Dindorf's edition of John Malalas'

 Chronicle and from Erbse's edition of the Tiibingen Theosophy and
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 SOME SYRIAC EXCERPTS FROM GREEK COLLECTIONS 81

 related texts. The material for each excerpt in Syr-B and Syr-C is arrang-
 ed as follows:

 (i) translation of text in Barhebraeus;
 (ii) variants in Dionysios bar Salibi (only applicable for Syr-B) and in

 other Syriac manuscripts;

 (iii) nearest parallel Greek text;'9
 (iv) Greek variants presupposed by the Syriac translation;20
 (v) further comments (where necessary).

 Syr-B

 Barhebraeus, Candelabra IV

 1. Oracle to Augustus

 (i) The oracle which was given to Augustus of the house of Octa-
 vianusa when he wanted to learnb who would reign after him: 'A
 Hebrew child shall be (or is) called God, Christc, who (will) reign over
 the blessed; being thus eternal he shall leave his dwelling place and come
 and return tod our dwelling place'.

 (ii) a. Dionysios: 'the king'.
 b. Dionysios: 'know'.
 c. Dionysios: 'Christ God'.
 d. Dionysios: 'from' (= Greek).

 (iii) This is an abbreviation of the form of the oracle to be found in
 Malalas (p. 231),21 where the relevant parts read:

 'O 6 AyoTouato KxZxop 'Ox4Lxpoov6 ........TCs rut' i., ~aLXo6aer, ti
 'Po otXl o t .; ........

 HxZ~s CEpporZoS xCXet~La ~u OeioS E~ux~~ptaaLV &v~aaov

 t6vs 6~6?ov 7PpOXL7tLV XXtL Ogb OWOLtg ixL.oeOt.
 xoi XoLiv 7LOL x iO61puovC /iljrpov.

 (iv)a. Misread as xaCXat.
 b. Misread as &'k&tog.

 c. Syr. = 86pyov (so Kedrenos).

 2. Solon the philosophera

 (i) Finally, when he shall be seen upon earth in contemptible fashion,
 becauseb of wrongdoings he will be clothed in a body and by means of
 the irreproachable decisions of the divinity he will render ineffective the
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 82 SEBASTIAN BROCK

 corruption (produced by) the passions. From here envy shall seize an
 unbelieving people, and, as they hang him on high like a guilty person,
 he shall gentlyc gather everything to himself.

 (ii) a. Dionysios: 'for Solon said concerning Christ'.
 b. Dionysios (and some manuscripts of Barhebraeus): 'and

 because'.

 c. Dionysios: + 'and in lowly fashion'.

 (iii) The following Greek text is Erbse's o.11 (p. 206);22 as it will be
 seen from (iv), some of the variants presupposed by the Syriac are to be
 found in 1 (Vat. gr. 2200 of 8/9th century). In some other collections
 the saying is attributed to Chilon.

 o4)f 7i~otk TL~a ~ 7tiZjV 7~Xt~UXL8?7Qt'v B X~aE~rv <&lV> y~V x~ 6X

 4L,zoc apc ypVjaEtoL .LvXfLt" 8k xt6toto~ jopoL? &vLCzsov 7t0%v Xtaet

 0op~v. x zotztd -06voS y~vfilz~t  &zou ,ore xx tpb? i;oS
 xpsaoefiTOt)Tr ( t5 0v~ou xazStxoS x &7iLat) XP~WtS fSt4I.

 (iv) a. om = E (cp Erbse p. 122).

 b. om= ,.
 c. Syr = L& a,lXart. I has 8t&d n7t ta o(. (for L&

 d. Syr = xtz& -o6joU = ~2.

 e. Syr = &ia:tpo' ' v~altoca X'cT = Z
 f. Syr = xpstzor?x = .

 (v) The translation of a&pt y-ev atTL by 'will be clothed in a body'

 (pagra nethat.taph) conforms with the predilection of Syriac Christiani-
 ty for clothing metaphors in the context of the Incarnation.23

 3. Oracle at Cyzicus

 (i) The oracle which was given by Apollo in the temple of Cyzicusa
 when it was shaken so as to be destroyedb, fwhen they said to him. 'Pro-
 phesy and tell us, o pure prophet, giver of oracles, valiant, almighty,
 king Apollo, what and whose shall this temple be?' And he saidc, 'The
 things you are performing look to virtue and adornment. But I say, the
 trinity is a single God most high, alone, whose incorruptible word shall
 be conceived in a young girl, a child who has not experienced inter-
 course, and in the likeness of fire shall he run over the world; and he will

 catch everything and offer (it) as an offering to his father. Hersd shall be

 this house, and Maria is her name'. rThey say to him, 'Then we serve
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 you in vain, o pure one, giver of oracles, valiant, king of all, Apollo'.
 He says, 'Was it not he who sent me to make the truth clear (lit. polish)?
 I did not know what I said, but the cloud stretched above the heaven is
 his'e.

 (ii) a. Dionysios: 'the town Cyzicus'.
 b. Dionysios: 'so as to fall'.
 c. Dionysios omits.
 d. The manuscripts of both Dionysios and Barhebraeus have

 dileh 'his', but this is an easy corruption of dilah 'hers'
 (especially as the Syriac transcription of 'Maria' is very
 naturally misread as marya 'Lord').

 e. Dionysios omits this final section.
 (iii) The Cyzicus oracle is also to be found in Syr-A, no 7 (and a brief
 extract in 18), which is closely related to the text in Malalas, pp. 77-78.24
 The present piece in Syr-B not only represents a quite independent
 Syriac translation, but it is also evident that it must have been made
 from a Greek version of the oracle which differed in several respects
 from the account in Malalas: thus both the reference to an earthquake
 and the final question and answer are without any parallel. For the cen-

 tral part of the text, however, the Greek underlying Syr-B will have been
 reasonably similar to Malalas' accounts where the relevant sections read
 (pp. 77-78):

 ... tv~lpc&zvla~ v Xgovz-g zcxivor" Hpo lzruaov ffv, :po~g'z=, Tvzv, PoZ

 "A:oXXov, r.voS acxt o oiro, ' t ri EtcxL; xod. b860fh )x'vo Xp3laZ L 6
 itp& Zr HtOv(ox orzog" "Oacx Etv 7tp65 &p~tijv xodi x6at.ov 6pcps 7:oL'eU. dyG 

 bFLxPe7oA Upv 'vX FLot)vov btlFEovTa OB6v, o0, X6ToS OcpOeLog bV &dEs x6p'

 lyxuo ~ aoatL. o0rog 6$at:p t6ov 7wupL6pov txaov Glcrspoqlu~v &?.torvtor x6aFo~v,
 rTypajaog t7CxzPi 7poaSel &rSpov. ocj3tg a'crzx 86[xoS, Mxpix 8d toiSvot.ux oc37-1.

 Syr-C

 Barhebraeus, Candelabra III

 1. Hermes Trismegistos

 (i) One alone is the intellectual light, (consisting) of intelligible fire:
 and the intellect which is at all times illumined in an illumined mind.

 And there is nothing else in its mixture, and in spirit it encirclesa
 everything. And outside this one there is no god, no angel, no demon,
 no essence (o0a01) whatsoever; but he is lord of all and god and father,
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 84 SEBASTIAN BROCK

 and everything is in him and under his authority; whose word, having in
 perfect fashion proceeded from him and been born, is maker of all; and
 having at his generation overshadowed the nature of the waters, he
 caused the water to bring forth.

 (ii) a. Graffin's text in Patrologia Orientalis reads bryk 'is blessed'
 (so too his translation), and no variant is recorded in his ap-

 paratus. The Greek uptpxer, however, makes it clear that
 this is a corruption of kryk 'encircles', which is in fact the

 reading of Mingana syr. 27, f.35a and Cambridge Add.
 2008, f.67b.

 (iii) Another excerpt from Hermes occurs in no 5, below, while partly
 parallel material, in a different translation, is to be found in Syr-A, 4
 and 14; Syr-A. 4 is closely related to the text in Malalas, while the
 (short) extract in 14 seems to be nearer to the form of the quotation in
 Cyril of Alexandria, C. Julianum I (PG 76, col. 552D). The two ex-
 cerpts in Syr-C, on the other hand, would appear to be associated rather

 with Erbse's w.125 (for Syr-C, 1) and 0.2 (for Syr-C, 5);26 the relevant
 part of . 1 reads (Erbse, pp. 202-3):

 .v [t6vov "v (pt vo.pOV tpO ()Oba vo.poU )oUX i'ctv O..L voUS voOS cwteLoY.
 CxLr o43~v Ktepov ~v +q ij totoU &v6?trl~b.... )X~l 7tVe4LaTL 7tcVtA7r ~ep~eXev' S~CtO

 t0)outuo Oi e65, Oi3X &YYe~OS, Oti QOItwIV, OtiX o~3aEa TL5 ~~l 7FvTWv y~p etL

 )CdpL0S CxL 7tcztp Cx i e6. . .xxri 7rjlVt0 iv o03t; xo3 X nr' o~3t) v Olj6ea7V.

 6 y&p X6yo" or3toG tpoeXl~ov, V:orv':~oS Gv xo.i y6vL6lOS xCX. tLLroupy6O, ,v
 yovEi.tw tpUaeL 7tea~v ~7tL YOVI.Lc~ U8s~tL i~YXUOV t6) iiSOP ~tOiraev.

 (iv) a. Syr 'fire', but perhaps due to inner Syriac corruption: i.e.
 for nura methyaddcanitha read nuhra methyaddcana.

 b. How the Syriac translater reached 'in its mixture' is unclear.

 c. Note that in Malalas both ctartp and xax i2' aozbv are absent.
 (v) The use of 'overshadow' (aggen) in the mistranslated final

 sentence is of interest, since this verb is a technical term in Syriac for the

 activity of the Holy Spirit.27

 2. Thules

 (i) The oracle which was given to Thulesa in the region of Africa
 when he enquired who before him and who after him was able to subdue

 the entire earth. And he was told, 'Before you, god; and after you, the
 word and the spirit which sprout upb with each other, and all things are
 coming to the one, whose dominion is for ever. Now you shall die
 speedily because you have not reflected on your path'.
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 (ii) a. All manuscripts of Barhebraeus have hlys, an easy corrup-
 tion of tlys (Thules).

 b. Syr twwhyn, for which Graffin suggests (p. 583, n. 9) the
 emendation Iwyyn 'equal', but this is unnecessary since the

 Syriac represents a calque on ad4tquta.
 (iii) The oracle to Thules also occurs twice in Syr-A: first in ? 2, with

 just the oracle's reply, and then again in ? 16, prefaced by a historical
 introduction similar to that in Malalas. Syr-C once again represents an
 independent translation, and its final sentence is absent from both
 quotations in Syr-A. Although the mention of Africa would seem to
 associate Syr-C with Malalas, the phraseology is somewhat closer to

 that of Erbse's o. 16 (p. 207),28 which reads:

 aIpdaov FtoL, 7tuptOvV, &4eu8k , Fdxop, 6 ti6v LorepLov et-eyxLvwov 6p6Etov

 tC. 7CtpO ktx~ e.Ft [atleoS 9~C8uv/&Tr 6tot&0 a t& itdvt i~Vx t 7 Ft e' 4dt; xaxt i860
 ao73t Xprla~t6 oi'to" Hpc3xar 0e65, .eFtkatertxa ;do xoy o vCsXLr v v a~vo3to~"

 toxta 8Z atpu7tq ?~unvt xxt .v te x0x e. v .6v'0, o0 )CUoS ' (Jvtov. cexaL t?'' oai

  Ovijte, 0 X, rlov 8LtvU&ova 3(ovb. (iv) a. Syr = 8Ltavo0v, for which see Erbse, p. 212 (apparatus).
 b. Syr = 8p6.tov = X (Erbse, pp. 112, 212).

 3. Eunomios

 (i) Eunomios the philosopher said 'The incorruptible eye of the
 father, whose flow is continual, having a power equal in course with his

 will,a receiving its nature from him, namely the all powerful, the word,
 who is by his nature almighty'.

 (ii) a. Reading dabsebyaneh for dabsebyanah ('with its will', i.e.
 the eye's).

 (iii) This is a particularly interesting piece as far as the manuscript
 transmission is concerned. The text represents a variant form of the
 Greek saying attributed to Aristotle (Erbse's 0.5), to be found only in
 Erbse's manuscript V'; it thus in fact represents a doublet to Syr-C. 6
 below (which, however, translates the standard Greek text form of the
 saying attributed to Aristotle). Now V' in fact is the only manuscript to
 have a saying attributed to Eunomios (unknown; possibly the fourth-
 century Arian bishop of Cyzicus), but this is the saying attributed in the

 other Greek manuscripts to Plutarch (co.6 = Syr-C, 4 below), and not
 co.5. Erbse's co.5, attributed to Aristotle,29 reads (p. 204; cp pp. 123-4):
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 86 SEBASTIAN BROCK

 &x~juxto~ cpuaLS Oeou' yevkaooS otix ~xouaor &pXlv~a iS orr3t? 8~ 6 7torvaeeviS

 o3aLGYUxLb X6yoS.

 (iv) a. Syr = ~O90tov &vvaov ij4~ 7twp6d, o6v8potov ixov ~ OElfX1at
 triv 86VOq.tV = V' (Erbse, p. 124).

 b. Both here and in no 6 the Syriac represents puoao~ct.

 4. Plutarch

 (i) Before that cause which is exalted more than all, nothing is
 understood; a its entirety (derives) from its entirety, and there is another

 (originating) from it, and resembling it; it is other, but does not (exist) in
 another fashion.

 (ii) a. Graffin's Syriac text has 'I do not understand anything',

 but the n)n 'I' is absent from Mingana syr. 27 and Cam-
 bridge Add. 2008, and represents an inner Syriac corrup-
 tion.

 (iii) This corresponds to Erbse's &.6 (attributed to Eunomios in V');
 this reads (Erbse, p. 204, cp pp. 138-9):3o

 oUo )U7teprdou t&V XWV Ci7LoU, pot0tvoESt0 t ol O v" Q)i~0 8 ij ~ou, 5X1o0

 E  a7o jo c ( 66, r&t, ' or x &XXo0os x (i gaov od3iv.a
 (iv) a. Syr would seem to represent 5X1o0 &XX' odx &Xloo&S, for

 which compare Erbse's V'.

 5. Hermes

 (i) You, being god and father of all, do not have from any other this
 (ability) to exist at every moment. After you I acknowledge one like
 you, to whom, in a way that you know, you gave birth; and he is the
 son, and god from god, essence from your essence, who brings to you
 an incorruptible image and likeness in all things to you, o god and
 father, so that he may be in you, and you in him, the mirror of beauties
 and persons united to each other.

 (iii) This is based on a text resembling Erbe's 0.2, which reads (p.
 203):

 ..7tCtzdp t6v iX&v, Oe6v 6vt tz6vov, &t' o)38ev6 'Xov'Cx &pXfv, yvwOx. x

 [z-7 ae iivta [t6vov bx ao yspac(pw u~6v, v [ &oppii xoi 6uu, p~ tpwv
 itov eA0)U &d06voS xaoi &naO~Oi &yvrljov X6yov ywvvrlaoS, Oebv &vte tv o3a(yv

 Jx t44 o3a(ocS, 84 aoG toG watp6b tiv ebix6voa v &90Optov xaOi nv 6v6o(xav pipsl,

 baGtE SivoL AxVxSvov aV OL, a i ~v iV xe(vc, xX1ouc 'aoGtTpov, &XXerltcpGvtoVv
 7tp6a0omov.
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 6. Aristotle

 (i) To the nature which has no labour of the child (or birth) of goda
 there is nothing prior, because from him he receives his nature - the
 almighty, the word.

 (ii) a. The Syriac could also be translated 'To the nature of god which
 is without the toil of birth'.

 (iii) This corresponds to Erbse's &.5, to which Syr-C's 3 (attributed to
 Eunomios) is a doublet; the Greek text will be found under 3, above.

 7. Sophocles

 (i) There is one god, the father, self-originate, without father. His son
 who is from him has enriched himself threefolda. We belong to the
 minor portion of the angels. Now that you have learnt, go and be in
 silence.

 (ii) a. Some manuscripts of Barhebraeus read 'him whom god has
 enriched'.

 (iii) The text attributed to Sophocles in o. 17 (and quoted in Syr-A.5)
 is very different. In fact we have here another misattribution, for the

 quotation derives from an oracle given to king Petissonios at Memphis,
 recorded in Malalas (and later writers).3' A rather longer excerpt, with
 the correct attribution, but without the oracle's last two lines,32 is to be

 found in Syr-A.6. Once again Syr-C represents an independent transla-
 tion from the Greek. The corresponding text in Malalas reads (pp. 65-6):

 ..oi'to 6 OeOS ~ O c O'oc'.p, It(.)p, 7rtjjp UL. CxUtO E~CUtoU "tpo6),)3LOS" E
 tLLXpOv 62 (J6poS &ryydX&v 7j(J~L5. ~LaXO(Ov O(7rLO a~y&3V.

 8. Plato

 (i) One is the cause of all, and from him is the single son; and this one
 is not in time, for he is everlasting; and the other is everlasting and not

 in second place. And there is nothing equal to them in everlastingness.

 (iii) This represents the end of Erbse's w.4, and once again there are
 some evident links between the Greek text underlying Syr-C and that

 preserved in Erbse's manuscript VI. The relevant part of c.4 reads (Erb-
 se, p. 204; cp cp. 136-8):

 (iv) a. Syr = xTotv6, r~ djo es Xo6o66 = VIM i .i o~3x &vy p6vq;, &i8LoS y~p 6 eiS xoi~ auvocC8Lo~b.

 (iv) a. Syr = cxa J.5 olj3to etS ui6S = V'M'.
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 b. Syr appears to represent a rather different text (none of the
 variants given by Erbse pp. 136-7 are suitable).

 Conclusion

 The various pagan prophecies quoted by Dionysios bar Salibi and
 Barhebraeus derive from three different Syriac collections:

 (1) Dionysios' quotations from the Sibyl, the Sagai, and the Harra-
 nian prophet Baba, all derive from the Syriac collection of pagan pro-
 phecies probably made c.600 with the aim of encouraging the Harra-
 nians to convert to Christianity. This collection, referred to here as Syr-

 A, was published in Orientalia Lovaniensia Periodica 14 (1983) and so
 does not receive direct discussion in the present article.

 (2) Three sayings, of Solon, an oracle at Cyzicus and an oracle to
 Augustus, which are found in both Dionysios and (independently) in
 Barhebraeus (Candelabra IV), derive from a second Syriac collection,
 here referred to as Syr-B, which may well once have contained further

 sayings and oracles as well. There is an overlap between the contents of

 Syr-A and Syr-B since both include the Cyzicus oracle; the two Syriac
 texts, however, represent independent translations from two differing
 recensions of the Greek, both of which are related in some way to the
 recension in Malalas. The oracle to Augustus also points to indirect
 links with Malalas.

 (3) Eight sayings, preserved in Barhebraeus, Candelabra III, derive
 from a Greek collection of nine texts (the untranslated one probably
 being an oracle). These eight sayings here called Syr-C, once again
 exhibit a certain overlap with Syr-A (see Table, p. 80), and it is probably
 significant that this is in material which is also to be found in Malalas;
 Syr-C, however, represents an independent Syriac translation of a
 Greek text which was somewhat different from that underlying Syr-A.
 This Greek text behind Syr-C already contained one duplication
 (Syr-C.3 and 6 = Erbse 0.5), and two misattributions (Syr-C.3 and 7);
 it evidently also had some striking similarities with Erbse's manuscript

 VI (Vind.ph.gr.ll0,I of the sixteenth century, copied by a monk of
 Sinai), whose markedly variant text is thus accorded a long ancestry.

 None of the extant Greek collections provides us with the precise
 source for any of the three Syriac collections, and so these latter take on

 a certain importance as witnesses to collections no longer surviving (or
 at least not yet published), all the more so since it would seem likely that
 these underlying Greek collections all drew directly or indirectly upon
 the lost source(s) of Erbse's w and Malalas.33
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 NOTES

 SReprinted in H. Erbse, Fragmente griechischer Theosophien (Hamburg 1941) 185-200
 (these derive ultimately from the Sibylline Oracles; most of the pagan oracles in the
 Theosophia will have been drawn from Porphyry's De philosophia ex oraculis haurienda).
 2 Erbse, 167-201.

 SSeveral are given in Erbse, 202-22.
 SSee R. van den Broek, Four Coptic fragments of a Greek Theosophy, VC 32 (1978)

 118-42; further bibliography on the Theosophy can be found here, 118 note 1.

 5 See, for example, I. Dujiev, Heidnische Philosophen und Schriftsteller in der alten
 bulgarischen Wandmalerei (Rheinisch-Westfailische Akademie der Wissenschaften, Vor-
 traige G 214, 1976).
 6 Edition, translation and commentary are to appear in Orientalia Lovaniensia Periodica
 14 (1983). The section containing the prophecies of Baba was earlier published by I. E.
 Rahmani, in his Studia Syriaca I (Charfet 1904), and of this there is an English translation

 by F. Rosenthal, The prophecies of Baba the Harranian, in A Locust's Leg. Studies in
 honour of S.H. Taqizadeh (London 1962) 220-32.

 SUnpublished; for manuscripts, see p. 80 above.
 8 Edited by J. Khoury in PO 31, 18-20.
 P Note that Barhebraeus also quotes them in a different order.

 10 Edited by F. Graffin in PO 27, 582-4.
 " These caused great difficulties to Syriac translators, who often resorted to guesswork.
 12 For these, see my edition (n.6 above).
 3 Barhebraeus has the order Augustus, Solon, Cyzicus.
 '4 Erbse's 0c.5 is attributed to Aristotle, and 'Eunomios' here is in fact a doublet to Syr-
 C.6; see further below.

 " This is totally different from the Sophocles saying in Syr-A 5 (= Erbse, c. 17), and it
 corresponds to the oracle given to Petissonios (= Syr-A.6).
 '6 Ff.35a-36a (Base III), 45b (Base IV).

 '7 Ff.67b-68a (Base III).
 18 Mingana syr. 89, ff.67a-b, and syr.215, ff.83a-84a; for other manuscripts, see A.
 Baumstark, Geschichte der syrischen Literatur (Bonn 1922) 297. J. Khoury (PO 31, 19
 n.8) mentions the existence of an unpublished thesis on this work by Muhammad Hamdi
 al Bakri.

 19 For other Greek witnesses, reference should be made to Erbse and to Dindorf's edition
 of Malalas.

 20 I pass over the many mistranslations. For Greek manuscripts and collections I employ
 Erbse's symbols.
 21 The oracle in Erbse, 179, is only distantly related. The form in Malalas is subsequently
 to be found in some later Byzantine chronicles.

 22 Part of the text accompanies the figure of Solon in the medieval wallpaintings of the

 Mone Bellas (in Epiros): cp K. Spetsieris, Eikones hellenOn philosophon eis ekklesias,
 Epistemonike Epeteris tes philosophikes schols tou panepistemiou Athendn II.14
 (1963-4) 413 and plate 32. For quite a different text attributed to Solon, see note 31.
 " See my Clothing metaphors as a means of theological expression in Syriac tradition, in

 ed. M. Schmidt, Typus, Symbol, Allegorie bei den ostlichen Viitern und ihre Parallelen
 im Mittelalter (Eichstatter Beitrage 4: 1982), 11-40. The same phenomenon can be observ-
 ed in Syr-A.24.
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 24 The setting and text in the Tibingen Theosophy (0. 53-4) are very different. An extract

 from this text is regularly attributed to Plutarch in the portrayals of pagan prophets in
 Greek monasteries: Spetsieris, 413, 415, 419.
 25 His paragraphs b, c and e.
 26 Compare also Erbse's X.2-3 for the same grouping of sentences. The complicated
 Greek textual tradition is discussed by Erbse, 104-11.
 27 See my Passover, Annunciation and Epiclesis, NT 24 (1982), 222-33.

 28 Cp X.15 (Erbse, 212); for the textual tradition see Erbse, 111-3.
 29 Aristotle, with most of this text, features in the seventeenth-century wallpaintings in

 the Parekklesia of the Mone Iberon on Athos (Spetsieris, 401 with plate 16; cp also 413,
 415, 419).

 o30 Plutarch, together with an extract from this saying, features on the wall of the Trapeza
 of the Lavra monastery on Athos (Spetsieris, 401 with plate 12). For quite a different text
 attributed to Plutarch, see note 24.

 " A shortened form of this saying (with a different ending) is attributed to Solon in the

 Parekklesia of the Mono IberOn (Spetsieris, 401 with plate 13; cp 415 with plate 33).
 32 The penultimate sentence is of the greatest interest since it corresponds to a line in an

 oracle of Apollo to Theophilus in the Tibingen Theosophy (0 13; Erbse, 169 line 31 rotro

 66' ?.xp& 8 oC~ piS .yXOL I.CeT) which, as L. Robert has recently pointed out (Un oracle grave a Oinoanda, CRAIBL 1971, 597-619, esp. 605), is also to be found in a
 second-century inscribed oracle at Oinoanda (on the borders between Lycia and Phrygia).

 SAccording to Erbse, 145, to was a source for Malalas, belonging to the early sixth cen-
 tury. That any of the Syriac collections could have derived their sayings direct from
 Malalas (or one of the later Byzantine chroniclers) is extremely unlikely.

 Oxford, Oriental Institute, Pusey Lane.
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